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SolidCore

PG Bison’s Formica SolidCore

New uses discovered daily
PG Bison’s SolidCore high pressure laminates bring distinction and durability to the new WesBank/FNB building in Johannesburg.

Design meets Durability

A striking combination of colour and curves, the Wesbank/FNB building

Using stamps carved from potatoes, they

has already become a city landmark. Located in Fairlands, the unusual

created a pattern with their symbols.

building is situated east of the N1 at the Beyers Naude off ramp. Part

The pattern was then printed onto large

The only limit is your imagination. What will you design?

of what makes this impressive structure unique is the innovative use of

continuous rolls of paper – a feat made

A superior high pressure laminate, Formica SolidCore combines dynamic colour solutions with

PG Bison’s Formica SolidCore high pressure laminates.

possible by PG Bison’s partnership with

extreme strength and durability. Heat, stain and impact resistant, SolidCore is engineered to

German based Schattdecor, a global

withstand moisture, environmental and chemical damage.

Architect Kim Fairbairn, of Continuum

leader in the supply of décor paper.

Applications include:

Architects (Pty) Ltd, employed a unique
design feature – the use of ‘sunscreens’

The expansive sunscreens were mounted around the perimeter of the

to shade the building from direct sunrays

building by façade cladding specialist, Renè Turck & Associates, who

while maximising the building’s use

created a unique installation system to ensure the maximum performance

of natural light. But Fairbairn’s vision

of the sunscreens, even under extreme climatic conditions. The screens

didn’t end with function. The sunscreens

facing north were printed in yellow to

would be practical, yes, but their design

represent the South African summer, and

would also express the Proudly South African spirit of the building. This

the east facing screens were printed in

would require a material durable enough to withstand the elements and

red to suggest autumn. The south facing

distinctive enough to allow for a highly specific design pattern.

screens were done in grey and the west

The distinctive sunscreens on the
Wesbank\FNB building are made possible
by Formica SolidCore. The SolidCore
panels provide shade for the building
while maximising the use of natural light.

• Office and School Desk Tops • Laboratory and Canteen Worktops • Restaurant Table Tops
• Chalkboard • Carcassing in High Moisture Areas • Lockers and Sanitary Cubicles
• Ceiling Panels and Bumper Rails • Wall Cladding • Wall and Floor Panels in the Transport Industry
• Façade cladding of buildings • Balustrades on Buildings • ATM Cubicles • Signage
Exterior grade SolidCore has a UV overlay to provide protection against fading and crazing.
Featured applications:
Laboratory worktops, school desks, ATM cubicles, façade and cladding of buildings

facing screens in green to reflect winter
While consulting with PG Bison’s Product

and spring, respectively.

Team, led by Johan Lubbe, Fairbairn
SolidCore was the ideal material to complete Fairbairn’s vision. No other

is SolidCore resistant to environmental

product could offer this distinctive design with such extreme durability.

and thermal damage, but the versatile

The Wesbank/FNB building serves as an example of the truly endless

product made it possible for Fairbairn

possibilities SolidCore offers. Whether used as sunscreens or sign boards,

to personalise the design with a truly

desk tops or doors, laboratory furniture, wall panelling, lockers or sanitary

unique print.

cubicles; innovative designers are demanding Formica SolidCore.

Fairbairn recruited the children at Horizon View Primary School to create

The project is the culmination of the successful partnership of Kim

a pattern that would reflect South African culture. The children designed

Fairbairn, FNB HomeLoans and Wesbank.

symbols reflecting the traditional African myth that ‘knowledge is light’.

For more information contact Johan Lubbe on (011) 389 2000.

Formica SolidCore Laminates are manufactured in accordance with the SANS ISO 4586 : 1995 and
BS EN 438.4 : 2005 Standard and incorporating the SANS ISO 9002 Quality Management System.

e-mail info@pgbison.co.za
Please contact your sales consultant or Customer Service Centre for further enquiries.
PG BISON CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRES – 0860 579 196 / 0860 534 216

pump brand ideas 2021

selected Formica SolidCore. Not only

